
Name:  _________________________________ Commonly Confused Words

Whose and Who's

The words whose and who's are pronounced the same, but they
have very different meanings.

You would use the word whose to show belonging or association
to someone or something. 

examples:  “Whose letter is this?” asked Marcus. 
“I don't know whose letter that is.” Theresa replied. 

You would use the contraction who's to replace the words “who is” 
in a sentence.

examples: “Who's going to check the mail?” Mom asked.

“Who's our new mail carrier?” Dad asked. 

     Write the word whose or who's in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

     1.  I wonder ______________________ going to Tiffany's birthday party. 

     2.  Do you know ______________________ notebook this is? 

     3.   The judges will vote to determine _____________________ science project gets first place. 

     4.  “______________________ going to help me bake cookies?” Grandma asked. 

     5.  Zachary doesn't know ______________________ on his soccer team this season. 

     6.  “______________________ responsible for this mess?” Dad asked Rory and Ben. 

     7.   “This cherry pie is delicious!” Karina exclaimed. “_____________________ recipe is this?”

     8.   Mrs. Kensington asked her class ______________________ calculator was missing. 

     9.  Do you know a person ______________________ an every day hero?  

    10. Clara's friends are identical twins.  Sometimes it's hard to tell ______________________ who!
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ANSWER KEY

Whose and Who's

The words whose and who's are pronounced the same, but they
have very different meanings.

You would use the word whose to show belonging or association
to someone or something. 

examples:  “Whose letter is this?” asked Marcus. 
“I don't know whose letter that is.” Theresa replied. 

You would use the contraction who's to replace the words “who is” 
in a sentence.

examples: “Who's going to check the mail?” Mom asked.

“Who's our new mail carrier?” Dad asked. 

     Write the word whose or who's in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

     1.  I wonder who's going to Tiffany's birthday party. 

     2.  Do you know whose notebook this is? 

     3.   The judges will vote to determine whose science project gets first place. 

     4.  “Who's going to help me bake cookies?” Grandma asked. 

     5.  Zachary doesn't know who's on his soccer team this season. 

     6.  “Who's responsible for this mess?” Dad asked Rory and Ben. 

     7.   “This cherry pie is delicious!” Karina exclaimed. “Whose recipe is this?”

     8.   Mrs. Kensington asked her class whose calculator was missing. 

     9.  Do you know a person who's an every day hero?  

    10. Clara's friends are identical twins.  Sometimes it's hard to tell who's who!
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